media kit

the restaurant
Chef Point Café

Chef Point Café is an upscale, landmark restaurant uniquely located inside a Conoco gas station in Watauga, TX. Nicknamed the
"calamari Conoco", when you walk into this gas station you'd be surprised to find a menu of gourmet food cooked up by Chef
Franson Nwaeze including tenderloin, salmon, duck and more.
Why is this upscale restaurant inside a gas station? Well, it all began with a bank loan. When husband and wife team Franson
Nwaeze and Paula Merrell started looking for a way to open a restaurant in 2001, most banks were skeptical about lending them
start-up capital due to their lack of experience and collateral. They quickly discovered that they were much more likely to get
financing by opening a gas station. As soon as they found a filling station for sale, they jumped on the opportunity.
“Everyone said we were crazy, that we’d never be able to have a gourmet restaurant in a gas station,” says Franson, who was confident that he could prove them wrong. “That’s why I called it Chef Point - because I was out to prove a point.”
In April 2003, construction of the gas station was complete and the restaurant inside grew at a much faster pace than expected.
Chef Point quickly began receiving local and national attention and the secret was out - hidden away in this tiny gas station in
Watauga, TX was a restaurant serving amazing food.
Word-of-mouth spread, and within the first four months the couple had to redesign the layout of the facility to keep up with the
influx of customers. They added more space to the restaurant and reduced the convenience store square footage. By early 2004,
they again had to redesign the facility to increase the restaurant’s size.
Chef Point Café has continued it’s success and in Fall 2011, Chef Point will expand once more, further diversifying the restaurant’s
offerings. The expansion will double the seating, add a full-service bar and include a banquet room large enough to accommodate up to 100 people. This new development will give the restaurant the ability to host group events including holiday parties,
family parties and business functions.

the chef
Chef Franson Nwaeze

In 1981, when Franson Nwaeze left Nigeria to study aeronautics in the
United States, he never in his wildest dreams imagined that he would be
featured in Paula Deen’s magazine. Twenty years later, that’s exactly what
happened.
Franson originally came to America to study for, and eventually receive,
his commercial pilot’s license; however, food was his true destiny. His
passion for food stems from a bet that a co-worker made with him back
in 1986. The bet was that Franson would not be able to work in a restaurant for more than two weeks. Not only did he win that bet, he discovered that he had a talent for cooking and a desire to learn more about
the industry. He began studying the inner workings of food preparation
and launched his career as a chef, without what most would call “formal
training”.
Shortly thereafter, Franson worked as an Executive Chef at country clubs
and many high end establishments. In 2003, alongside his supporting
wife, Paula, he opened Chef Point Café. At Chef Point, he manages all
aspects of the kitchen, from menu design to food cost and inventory
control. Together, Franson and Paula have successfully created a new
concept for restaurants, serving 5-star gourmet food out of a gas station.

the menu
Gas Station Gourmet

The menu at Chef Pointe Café includes a cacophony of items,
from hamburgers and pizzas to Stuffed New York Strip and
Rack of Lamb. Franson’s signature items are none other than
What Nots, mushroom caps stuffed with three cheeses and
baked in a savory garlic butter, and Bread Pudding in warm
cognac sauce.
The restaurant offers Lunch & Dinner, Saturday Breakfast and
special “Sunday Comfort Food” Menus. Breakfast is only
served on Saturdays and southern comfort food is served on
Sunday, when the other menus are given a day of rest. Southern fried chicken, meatloaf, pot roast and mashed potatoes
are just a few of the comfort dishes you will find on Sundays
at Chef Point Café.
Chef Point also offers special menu items on a limited basis
for holidays. If that’s not enough, the restaurant can handle
catering for 15 to 1000 people. For larger groups, they even
have a mobile kitchen where they can prepare food on site
with their 28 foot mobile kitchen.
For a full listing of menus, please visit www.chefpointcafe.org

the secret is out
Media & Celebrity Attention

Not long after Chef Point opened, word began to spread that the
gourmet gas station was worth noticing. The restaurant received
both local and national media attention, including a feature on Guy
Fieri’s Food Network show “Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives” . The quirky
restaurant has also been featured in national media including USA
Today, The New York Times, CNN, CNBC and NPR.
In addition to media interest, many celebrities have stopped at Chef
Point Café to see what all of the buzz is about. Famous chef Paula
Deen has eaten at the restaurant, as has Disney actor Debbie Ryan,
actor and reality star Lorenzo Lamas, radio correspondent Jody
Dean, Cowboys football player Michael Downs and Prison Break
actor Barbara E. Harris.
It’s no surprise that Chef Point has a few awards under their belt.
Over the years, they have received countless awards and honors,
both locally and nationally. The cafe is #1 on Urban Spoon, travel
website Jurnii named them one of the “Seven American Diners To
Eat At Before You Die” and foodie fan site Flavortown, USA has
ranked Chef Point as the #2 restaurant pick. In 2010, Franson was
selected as one of Fort Worth’s Top Chefs during Fort Worth Texas
Magazine’s Culinary Challenge.
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